Noble and Krimsky speak on industry/university relationships

(Continued from page 1) Remarldings in Congress and elsewhere may lead to the revival of a self-punted debate over the appropriate role of the public in governing science.

Sheldon Krimsky, a professor in the Urban and Environmental Policy Department at Tufts, spoke on university-industrial collaboration in the genetic engineering field, an area which raised much public concern.

Krimsky wrote that university-industrial ties could make universities too closely resemble industrial organizations. He declared, "Universities are special social resources with certain goals and values which are different from industrial organizations. If they come too much like industrial organizations then certain values such as academic freedom may suffer."

Krimsky said universities could become more like industrial organizations in terms of internal relationships with industrial firms or through internal management changes in which the university itself becomes industrial-like ventures. Both these changes are now occurring at universities engaged in genetic engineering research, he added.

Krimsky felt that certain safeguards could reduce the tendency of universities to become more like industries in genetic research. Such safeguards include requiring professors to make public their industrial affiliations and not allowing industrial donors to influence faculty appointments.

The proposed policies for the Whitehead Institute will allow the industrial sponsor to influence faculty appointments. This would be an important departure from past university practice and cause for some concern. Noble and Krimsky said.

The F-16 Fighting Falcon is just one of many successful General Dynamics programs. And it offers just one of the many areas of opportunity we have for college graduates in Engineering, Math, Physics, Computer Science, and Business Administration.

If you're interested in aerospace, shipbuilding, or telecommunications, we'd like to show you the benefits of starting your career with us. See your placement office to arrange an on-campus interview. Or, send your resume to Sue Shike, Corporate College Relations Administrator, General Dynamics, 1519 Pierre Laliede Center, Department MT, St. Louis, MO 63105.

It could be to your advantage.
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We'll be on campus Friday, February 18.
Be sure to attend our corporate presentation. Details and interview times available at your Placement Office.